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Careers teachers or students ask me about paid jobs in politics. Most roles are unremunerated. Councillors 

may receive an allowance. A constituency activist can find politics expensive, whether seen as a hobby or 

lifetime occupation. 

Unlikely events led me in 1964 to the Singapore home of Admiral Sir Varyl Begg, our Far East Commander-in-

Chief. When asked what I might like to become, I was thinking that being Chancellor of Exchequer could be a 

worthwhile responsibility and fun, watching the rich and the poor, wondering how tax and transfer payments 

could make lives better. 

A minister for the Colonies or the Commonwealth spoke quietly from the far side of the room. Andrew 

Cavendish, the 11th Duke of Devonshire, advised that he by-passed the House of Commons, going to the Lords 

when his father died. He had in fact stood twice to be the MP for Chesterfield and served as Mayor of Buxton. 

Journalists, especially the parliamentary sketch writers, can have a lifetime of enjoyment. Heaven help them 

on a day when nothing exciting or silly is said. Many including Julia Langdon, Matthew Parris and Ann 

Treneman move on to become national treasures. Political editors also share long lives. The Catholic Herald’s 

Cristina Odone, The Sun’s Trevor Kavanagh and the Press Association’s legendary Chris Moncrieff became 

respected television pundits. 

I should forget, I have not forgotten, a conversation about MPs’ pensions and the retirement benefits for a 

successful national newspaper editor. We were in a prison waiting area – visiting a mutual friend. Having heard 

my prospects, he said he had the fortune to have built a personal pension pot of £10 million from which he 

gained a yearly income of £1 million. I thanked him for the odd article about our noses in the trough. 

The lowest pay is for political agents in constituencies, not the international super stars. Many agents are not 

paid at all. There have perhaps been two lowly paid journalists to match them.  

In my first parliamentary year, I was with some writers for left-wing publications. To my question whether they 

all received more than the minimum wage, I was told the New Statesman’s James Fenton pay was officially 

below the Morning Star’s political editor but that journalist was required to return one third of the formal rate 

to subsidise the paper. A few years ago, James’s Professor of Poetry stipend was around £5,000 for three or 

four lectures a year. Fortunately James Fenton received considerable royalties for the unused first English 

libretto for the musical Les Misérables.  

I doubt James enjoyed covering the Vietnam War and I am sure Martin Bell could say that neither his term in 

parliament nor his war reports were done for fun. This week I reviewed my own 1980 filming of the tragic 

events in El Salvador at the funeral after the assassination of Saint Oscar Romero. Martin Bell was central to 

the scene.  

I could not judge whether there is more satisfaction in professional politics or in a lifetime of news reporting of 

politics and the consequences of its failures. My real start was when local council help was needed by a 

community group I had formed to build football areas in a deprived part of south London.  

Standing for the county council was a successful demonstration. I enjoyed the campaign. Standing for the 

Commons has led to a succession of elections, successful after the first two.  

The last time I asked a Chancellor why they came to become an MP, the reply was: “You spoke at my school’s 

sixth form.” 

 


